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ABSTRACT
In this work, we numerically investigate fluid dynamics during simultaneous and non-simultaneous impact of drops on a
wall. Our goal is to improve the basic understanding of spray cooling, which is a promising method for cooling electronic
components that dissipate heat with high heat flux. We vary the horizontal spacing and time interval between each drop
to investigate their influences on the evolution of the wetted area, contact line length and liquid layer. Our study provides
valuable insights into the complex fluid dynamics.

1. Introduction
Spray cooling is a promising method for managing

high heat flux levels for electronic devices [1], but the
understanding of the associated fluid dynamics and heat
transport mechanisms is still incomplete [2].

In order to understand the fundamentals of spray cool-
ing, previous studies have focused on a single drop im-
pacting onto a wall [3]. However, studies devoted to in-
teraction between two or several drops are rare [4].

In this work, we consider the impact in the parame-
ter range, for which a single drop impact takes place in
the drop deposition regime [3]. After impinging a sub-
strate, the drop first undergoes a spreading phase, then
a receding phase, and after several oscillations reaches
a steady sessile drop phase. In this regime, experimen-
tal and numerical studies of heat transfer during a single
drop impact have been performed, where, additionally,
the temperature of the wall was set above the saturation
temperature but below the onset of nucleate boiling [5, 6].
It has been shown that the maximal heat flow is reached
during the spreading phase, in which the main mecha-
nism of heat transport from the substrate to the fluid is
heat convection. The role of evaporation increases dur-
ing the spreading phase and becomes the main heat trans-
port mechanism during the sessile phase. The heat flow
increases and the wetted area decreases with increasing
of wall superheat ∆Tw = Tw − Tsat, where Tw and Tsat
describe wall and saturation temperature, respectively.
These trends have also been observed experimentally by
simultaneous or nearly-simultaneous impact of two drops
onto close locations of a superheated wall [4, 7, 8].

The simultaneous and non-simultaneous impact of
two drops onto two close locations may lead to coales-
cence of the drops and to formation of an uprising liq-
uid sheet along the intersection line of the drops. This
sheet is inclined towards the earlier impinged drop for
non-simultaneous drop impact. The height of the liquid
sheet is maximal at its center [9, 10]. The horizontal co-
alescence leads to decrease of the wetted area and to de-
crease of the heat flow compared to two non-interacting
drops, and thus to reduced cooling efficiency [4, 7, 11].
The heat transfer decreases with decreasing of spacing
parameter e = d/D0, where d and D0 describe horizon-
tal distance of the drop centers and initial drop diameter,
respectively [7, 8, 9, 11].

Gholijani et al. [7] have shown that increasing the
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time interval at which two drops impact with identical
impact velocity one after the other, leads to a decrease
in the maximum heat flux transferred. However, the to-
tal accumulated heat removed from the substrate over the
time interval is hardly affected. Benther et al. [4] ob-
served reduced cooling performance in the case of non-
simultaneous drop impact (δ t > 0) compared to simulta-
neous drop impact (δ t = 0).

In their numerical study, Ashoke Raman et al. [12]
varied the impact velocity of one of the two drops to
describe a non-simultaneous impact with a time inter-
val δ t between the two drops. They identified out-of-
phase (small time interval) and in-phase (large time inter-
val) coalescence modes. Thereby, the interacting liquid
rims move in the same or opposite direction, respectively.
However, the results reported in [12] do not allow to sep-
arate the effects of the difference in impact velocities and
of the time interval δ t on flow dynamics.

The heat transfer rate during impact of one or more
drops depends not only on the wetted area, but also on
the length of the three-phase contact line, where solid,
liquid, and vapor meet [5, 6]. It has been observed that
the heat flow significantly increases with the length of the
contact line [7, 11, 13].

From the literature review it can be concluded that
there is no numerical study on the influence of the time
interval, δ t > 0, on flow dynamics of two drops im-
pinging a surface with an equal velocity. In the present
work, the flow dynamics during horizontal coalescence
of two drops impacting a substrate with an equal veloc-
ity in the drop deposition regime is studied numerically.
Heat transfer is not taken into account at this stage. The
influence of the spacing parameter and time interval on
the evolution of wetted area and the contact line length is
studied. These results provide a perspective on the heat
transfer behavior.

2. Numerical Method
We use the incompressible interFlow solver from

the TwoPhaseFlow library [14] within OpenFOAM based
on the finite volume method. A detailed description of the
numerical framework can be found in [14, 15].

The simulations are performed with a constant con-
tact angle of 30◦. This contact angle corresponds to the
static contact angle at a wall superheat of ∆Tw = 7.3K
determined by the micro region model [16] for refriger-
ant perfluorohexane (FC-72) and a calcium fluoride wall.
This choice enables comparison with experiments [7].
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Fig. 1 Initial and boundary conditions for the case of non-
simultaneous drop impact (not to scale). The axis z is
normal to the plane of the picture. Boundary conditions at
the right and back patch are set identical to the boundary
condition at the left patch. Front patch is set to symmetry.

2.1 Governing Equations
We use the Volume-of-Fluid method to track the

liquid-vapor interface. Thus, the conservation equation
for the volume fraction,

∂α

∂ t
+∇ · (uα) = 0, (1)

is solved, where u describes the velocity. The volume
fraction α describes the ratio of liquid volume within a
cell to the cell volume [14].

Additionally, the conservation equations for mass and
momentum are solved,

∇ ·u = 0, (2)

ρ

(
∂u
∂ t

+(u ·∇)u
)
=−∇prgh +µ∇

2u+ f g + f σ , (3)

where µ and prgh describe dynamic viscosity and pres-
sure, respectively. All fluid properties are averaged using
the volume fraction. The source terms f g and f σ account
for gravity and surface tension [14].

2.2 Numerical Setup
Figure 1 shows the computational domain as well as

the initial and boundary conditions. In the case of simul-
taneous drop impact, only half of the domain is used due
to additional symmetry plane. The second drop is ini-
tialized by overwriting the volume fraction and velocity
fields within the second drop after the time interval δ t has
passed.

Similar to experiments [7], the drop is initialized with
an initial drop diameter of D0 = 0.93mm and an impact
velocity of u0 = 0.5ms−1. Fluid properties are defined
for refrigerant perfluorohexane (FC-72) at saturation con-
ditions (psat = 0.94bar). The corresponding Reynolds
(Re = ρlD0u0µ

−1
l ), Weber (We = ρlD0u2

0σ−1) and Bond
(Bo = 0.25ρlgD2

0σ−1) numbers are Re = 1700, We = 49
and Bo = 0.4, respectively.

We use a static, hexahedral mesh with a mesh refine-
ment from ∆xmax = 80µm to ∆xmin = 5µm. The time step
is adjusted similar to [16] using the Courant number and
the criterion from Brackbill et al. [17].
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Fig. 2 Temporal evolution of the contact line radius. Im-
pact parameters for simulation of the single drop im-
pact according to Sec. 2.2, experiments with similar im-
pact parameters from [6] (u0 = 0.44ms−1, ∆Tw = 6.9K).
Dashed and dotted lines show the evolution of the contact
line position in x- and z-direction for the case of simulta-
neous drop impact (see Fig. 3).

3. Results and Discussion
First, we validate our numerical model by comparing

the numerical predictions for the case of the single drop
impact to similar experiments from [6]. Figure 2 shows
a good agreement between simulations and experiments
for the temporal evolution of the contact line radius. This
is despite the neglect of heat transfer and the use of a
constant contact angle in our model.

Our numerical model slightly overpredicts the maxi-
mum contact line radius, and oscillations after the reced-
ing phase are slightly more pronounced compared to the
experiment.

Next, we study the simultaneous drop impact for two
different spacing parameters, e = 2.15 and e = 3.33. In
Fig. 2 we analyze the temporal evolution of the contact
line position in x- and z-direction. The non-interacting
part of the liquid rim of the drop is only influenced by the
coalescence after the receding phase of the single drop
has ended. In the case of horizontal coalescence, the re-
ceding continues since the coalesced drops form a single
sessile drop. The behavior of the non-interacting part of
the rim was already observed in experiments [7] and sim-
ulations [11]. Note that in spray cooling applications all
parts of the liquid rim are typically influenced by the in-
teraction with neighboring drops.

For the case of e = 2.15, we consider four time inter-
vals: δ t = 0, 4, 15 and 30 ms, corresponding to simul-
taneous drop impact, out-of-phase coalescence, in-phase
coalescence and impact during the sessile drop phase of
the initial drop, respectively. Figure 3 illustrates the flow
dynamics in these four cases. In the case of simulta-
neous drop impact (δ t = 0ms), a straight, wide liquid
sheet forms between the two coalescing drops. The drop
spreading and receding is symmetrical. In case of out-of-
phase coalescence (δ t = 4ms), we observe a wide, semi-
lunar shaped uprising liquid sheet. During the spreading
of the second drop (tref = 3ms), capillary waves travel
over the initial drop and a liquid tip forms at the sides
of the uprising liquid sheet. Here, this tip is even more
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Fig. 3 Top view (x-z-plane) for e = 2.15 and various time
intervals δ t just after first drop interaction (tref = 0.2ms),
during spreading of the first drop (tref = 3ms) and during
receding of the coalesced drop (tref = 30ms). The time of
first drop interaction is set to tref = 0ms.
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Fig. 4 Side view (x-y-plane) at 0.8 ms after the first drop
interaction for e = 2.15 and various time intervals δ t.

pronounced compared to the case of simultaneous drop
impact. The receding behavior (tref = 30ms) is asym-
metric. During both in-phase coalescence (δ t = 15ms)
and impact during the sessile drop phase (δ t = 30ms),
the second drop spreads over the first drop. Again, we
observe a semi-lunar uprising liquid sheet and an asym-
metric receding behavior. However, the liquid sheet is not
as wide as in the case of out-of-phase coalescence and no
liquid tips at the side are formed. In all cases, finally, one
large, sessile single drop is formed.

Figure 4 shows the side view of the coalescence pro-
cess. For simultaneous drop impact (δ t = 0ms), the
uprising liquid sheet is straight. However, for non-
simultaneous drop impact (δ t > 0ms), the liquid sheet
is inclined towards the earlier impinged drop.

If the drops impinge a superheated wall at a temper-
ature below the onset of nucleate boiling, the heat trans-
port from the wall to the fluid is governed by the wetted
area and the length of the contact line [5, 6]. Hence, we
can give a perspective on the heat transfer by analyzing
the temporal evolution of the cumulative wetted area and
cumulative contact line length.

Figure 5 shows the cumulative wetted area over time.
Despite very different spreading behavior and different
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Fig. 5 Temporal evolution of the cumulative wetted area
for the case of e = 2.15 and various time intervals δ t.
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Fig. 6 Temporal evolution of the cumulative contact line
length for the case of e = 2.15 and various time intervals
δ t.

maximum wetted area, the cumulative wetted area over
time behaves almost identical for all cases in the long
run. Only the case of drop impact during the sessile
drop phase (δ t = 30ms) performs worse. This is because
the second drop impinges at a later time instant result-
ing in less liquid volume wetting the wall at earlier time
instants.

The cumulative contact line length behaves similarly
to the cumulative wetted area, as it is shown in Fig. 6.
Only in the case of in-phase coalescence (δ t = 15ms) the
cumulative contact line performs slightly better than the
wetted area.

As a result, we expect the overall transferred heat to
be similar in all cases independent of the time interval.
The trend in the cumulative wetted area agrees well with
the heat transfer behavior from Gholijani et al. [7], who
concluded that the overall transferred heat is almost in-
dependent of the time interval. Our predictions regarding
cumulative wetted area also agrees with the findings from
Benther et al. [4], since our trend shows a slight increase
in wetted area with decreasing time interval for the case
of non-simultaneous drop impact (δ t > 0ms).



4. Conclusions
In order to enhance the understanding of spray cool-

ing we have conducted a numerical study on the simulta-
neous and non-simultaneous drop impact onto a wall. In
a first step, we have neglected heat transport in our model.
The main findings are:

• During horizontal coalescence, the non-interacting
part of the rim behaves similarly to the single drop
impact until the end of its receding phase.

• The uprising liquid sheet is straight in case of si-
multaneous drop impact and has a semi-lunar shape
inclined towards the earlier impinged drop in case of
non-simultaneous drop impact.

• Despite different maximum wetted area and asym-
metric receding behavior, the cumulative wetted
area as well as the cumulative contact line length are
almost independent of the time interval between the
drops.

• This trend gives a perspective on heat transfer and
agrees well with findings from literature for horizon-
tal coalescence on a superheated wall.

In upcoming studies, we will consider heat transport in
our numerical model to study simultaneous and non-
simultaneous drop impact onto a superheated wall.
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